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Project Feedback 

Actual Progress toward Long-term Impacts as Completion: 

RINL CSR Foundation Trust Supported to the old Age Care Home, Patna, Bihar 

& operated by Dalit Watch Foundation were provide resident nurses, registered 

nurses are professional caregivers who are qualified to work in and out ofa 

hospital setting. If a senior has under gone any major problem or is recovering 

from any debilitating medical condition, the best Old Age Home Care worker 

choice is a Nurse. Organization has provided facilities of housekeeping 

(washing dishes, cleaning & dusting the home, doing laundry, making beds, 

preparing meals etc). 

Organization have maintain rooms, hall and other than all well 

furnished occupancy for comfortable stay, resident nurses and staff well trained, 

punctual quick leaners, good listener responsibility and willingness to go the 

extra mile, organization conducted recreational activities that including 

workshop, seminars, playing games, visiting Temples, performing yoga, 

meditation to keep elder person fit and healthy. Organization always behaves a 

family member and ensures that they are never lonely or depressed. Provide a 

homely environment to the elder person so that they are emotionally connected 

with us as improving the quality of life, ensuring proper food, cleanliness, 

physical activities etc. Kagn Kmaz 
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Mr. Ranjeet Kumar resident of Patna Bihar He Visit Old Age Care 

Home after visited says they take very good care; the people over there are 

extremely happy and optimistic loved visiting. Local people Sri Suresh Singh 

Old Age Care Home visited after said a perfect retirement home for elder. 

A perfect place for elderly people need home care or retirement 

stay facilities in Patna. A permanent doctor's team here is something that makes 

this elder care facility more safer place for our elders. 

Well, by at the everyday bold banners claiming "Son threw Mother out of 

Home," or "Daughter- in-I ,aw misbehaved give no food to sick father." it is 

apparent to think that old Age Care Home, Patna have emerged due to stranded 

parents walking alone at the tough age their life. To equal great extant it is a 

harsh fact that in the contemporary our aged citizens are not leading a secured 

life, which often walls the out of Home taking in rescue houses 

There have been many transformations in recent yearS that our 

lifestyles have changed to a great extant- some for the better while a few with 

negative consequences. The young population has been raping the benefits 

however, the senior citizen face certain problems as a consequences of the 

social transformation this is reflected in the transition from the traditional ways 

of life to the modern patterns which require many compromises and adjustments 

one of these involving old Age Care Home, Patna, Sponsored by RINL CSR 

Foundation Trust, Vishakhapatnam. 

Impact and out come 
Firstly, if we go back to five decades from now to see the life pattern of elders 

and chronologically trace the developments that led to the slow yet steady 

changes that are necessitated by circumstances one will realise that there it the 

much-acclaimed joint family system where in older lived with not only their 

children but also with sister, brothers, uncles and aunts. The social fabric is well 

woven. However, the recently scenario changed slowly and steadily with the 

decline or disappearance of the joint family system, which is replaced by the 

nuclear family system, adding to the factors how and why families shrank over 
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the time also includes the major change in the traditional system of society 

where the lady of the house is once within four walls, looking after the younger 

and elder ones. As at now the scenario is changing as the women are als0 

participating in activities outside the home and have their own career ambition. 

There is nothing wrong with women dreaming and aspiring to 

become successful in life, is it, anybody and everybody have the right to choose 

and live the life they wish for. But targeting the women section safely being 
responsible for the shoddier condition of elder today would be unfair. 

Many reasons may be attributed for this change, while Maximum 

cases reveal that had been abused and abandoned by their kids and relatives 
there is other side to situation. 

The senior citizen are alone possibly because of one or two child, 

dun like old fine where parents had attest five to eight kids, Many of the 

children have been serving to the nation by participating in Navy, Army, Air-

forces for which they have to leave behind their portents alone, there are even 

those aged couples who never had any child for their own reasons, it is so 

because India, which takes pride in its young demographic, is actually 

undergoing a massive transition. While 8% of its population that accounts to 

104 million people was recorded 60 years and above in 201l census, it is 

expected to increase its share to 12.5% that is 158.7 

Million elderly people by 2025, and accordingly 20 percent by 2050 

respectively. This brings with it several sociological and Medical problems 

which most Bihar State have not even begun to fathom, with the kind of an 

aging scenario, there pressure an all aspects of care for the older person- be it 

financial, health or shelter. With the onset of the 21St century, the growing 

se4curity of older persons in Bihar is very visible. 
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Our Organization Obiects: 

For older people have nowhere to go and none to support them, our old age care 

home provide a safe haven, these old Age Care Home Create a family like 

atmosphere among the resident senior citizens experience a sense of security 

and friendship whom they share their joys and sorrows with each other they are 

in constant company of people their own age. 

They are neither neglected not abandoned; An increasing number 

of elderly people are moving into old-age care home in search of safety, 

independence of companionship. 

Resident's feedback: 
"I didn't consult my daughter before deciding to live at old Age Care Home" 

Digha Patna, l've lived alone for 5 years and value my independence. I didn't 

feel safe living alone anymore and love the company her" Manju Devi a 67 

year-old, says, Manju Devi is part of tight friend group of six who eat every 
meal together and spend their evenings sipping tea on their beautiful shared 

Terrance, she settled on old Age Care Home, Patna Bihar Many senior citizens 

across Patna are doing the same overturning of old Age Care Home Patna being 
places where neglected parents are abandoned by their kids. Rather, those 

choose to live in them see it as simply the next logical step, offering safety, 
independence and companionship. 

Old Age Care Home, Digha Patna, in senior living facility is an airy, well-

designed property with 40 rooms. Part of growing number of the nation's senior 

living facilities; it is higher-scale version of the traditional old age home. 

Six month ago, Ramprit Paswan 76 Years, moved to Old Age Care 
Home Patna. " Both my sons and their wives are working and grandson go to 

school, I used to feel lonely, so I told my children about moving to an old age 
home where I can spend time with people like me. My children often corn here 
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Living features: 

Old Age Care Home, Digha Patna Bihar financial support by RINL 

CSR FOUNDATION TURST VISHAKHAPATNAM, of the senior living 
facilities has created a voluntary Advisory Committee which works with the 

management and residents are also encouraged to meet the member to identify 

and resolve any care related issue. 

Committee like hosting daily Satsang, allowing school students to 

play and engage with elderly residents to facilitate community interaction of 

elder resident take care of their emotional and recreational needs effectively. 

Old Age Care Home, Patna especially gains momentum in senior 

Citizen communities as more and more senior and retires are choosing the better 

care service in Patna to spend their lives. 

At Old Age Care Home available a senior housing communities, 
along with exercises and nursing care to provide an active lifestyle without 

crumbing down to the foils of age, and overcoming stress, the older citizen are 

made to engage in community activities such as gardening, learning, music or a 

regional language and various other forms of entertainment without hurting 

their integrity and freedom. 

Thank you 

With Regards ours Faithfully 

Kal Kuman 
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